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Abstract—This paper presents an algorithm capable of gen-
erating smooth, feasible paths for an any-shape non-holonomic
mobile robot, taking into account orientation restrictions, with the
aim of navigating close to obstacles. Our contribution consists
in an extension of the A* algorithm in a cell decomposition,
where besides its position, the orientation of the platform is
also considered when searching for a path. This is achieved by
constructing 16 layers of orientations and only visiting neighbor
layers when searching for the lowest cost. To simplify collision
checking, the robot’s footprint is used to inflate obstacles, yet,
to allow the robot to find paths close to obstacles, the actual
footprint of the robot must used. By discretizing the orientation
space into layers and computing an oriented footprint for each
layer, the actual footprint of the robot is used, increasing the
configuration space without becoming computationally expensive.
The path planning algorithm was developed under the EU-funded
project CARLoS1 and was implemented in a stud welding robot
simulated within a naval industry environment, validating our
approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are several approaches that address the automation
process in naval industry. The MINOAS project [1] [2] is an
example of such an effort, by projecting a climbing robot to
perform vessel inspection. In [3] a robotic crawler for ship hull
inspection is also described.
Among many others, the pre-outfitting, that include the
stud welding of pins to support the insulation and the marking
operations for other components such as extinguishers or pipes,
represents a significant value, estimated in 10% of the overall
cost of the ship [4]. These tasks are still a manual labor. In
order to automate this process, a robotic mobile manipulator
is being developed in the scope of the CARLoS project.
Mobile manipulators have an extended workspace, but not
without some challenges. For a mobile robot it is often enough
to compute a path that minimizes some cost, such as distance
or computation time but in the context of mobile manipulators,
this may not be the case. On the one hand manipulators usually
require contact with objects and have a limited workspace,
so the platform’s position is conditioned by the range of the
manipulator. On the other hand, mobile robots have the ability
to move in the environment. Combining both characteristics
allows robotic applications to go beyond new approaches.
In the context of stud welding the robot needs to work close
to walls. As the robot is non-holonomic and its dimensions do
1http://carlosproject.eu
not allow an in-place rotation due to its proximity to the wall,
the robot should be able to arrive at the desired position with
the correct orientation, as it is not capable of rotating at the
goal. Most path planning techniques would fail to compute
a path because they use an inflated footprint of the robot,
often circular, not being able to generate a path so close
to an obstacle, or do not take into account the orientation
restrictions when approaching an obstacle. Because the robot is
a tracked vehicle, pure rotations constitute the most demanding
case, with more power consumption and more slippage on the
ground. As the localization system also has the most error in
such cases, in-place rotations were eliminated from the search
space.
Most solutions found in the literature that cope with
orientation are based on a set of primitives that construct
a lattice graph, that is then searched upon [5] [6] [7]. Our
approach combines the A* path planning algorithm [8] with
the orientation of the robot. This way, it is possible to create
a smooth path, that minimizes the distance while taking into
account the orientation constraints in the map.
To find collision-free paths the planner must take the
footprint of the robot into consideration. By using the actual
footprint, the planner can plan as close to the wall as the head-
ing of the robot allows it. However, full collision checking is
expensive, so an expansion of the obstacles is often employed
for efficiency. This way the robot can be assumed a single
point and a full body pose collision check can be avoided [7].
This paper begins with a review of related work, followed
by a description of the platform used in section III. The
developed algorithm is stated in section IV and the results
are presented in V.
II. RELATED WORK
A path planning task finds the navigation path between
two specified locations, the initial and the goal state with
an associated cost. The path is possible and optimal if the
total cost is minimal across all feasible paths leading from the
initial position (start state) to the goal position (goal state).
There are many solutions available to plan a path for mobile
robots movement. Approaches such as Potential field planners,
Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM), Tree-based planner (RRT) and
Non-holonomic and Kinodynamic planning, among others, are
topics addressed by researchers to solve the path planning
problem.
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A common technique for robotic path planning consists
of representing the environment (or configuration space) in
a discrete set of states. Planning a path can therefore be
seen as a search problem on this set (or graph). Classical
graph search algorithms have been developed for calculating
least-cost paths on a weighted graph; the most popular one
is the Dijkstra’s algorithm [8] whereas A* [8] is basically
an informed variation of Dijkstra. A* operates essentially in
the same way as Dijkstra’s algorithm except that it searches
towards the most promising states using an heuristic function,
saving time and computational resources.
Search based methods can be divided into two categories:
grid-based and lattice-based [9]. Grid-based planners decom-
pose the continuous space into a fixed cell grid. Typically
nodes represent states and edges represent the cost of travers-
ing trough states. On the other hand, lattice-based planners
depend on state lattices that discretize the space into a set of
reachable configurations. Nodes represent configurations and
edges represent feasible paths. [10]
Both lattice-based and grid-based approaches allow any
search method, for instance A*, to be applied in order to search
the state space. The disadvantage of lattice is that it requires
a set of motion primitives to be constructed beforehand [10]
and therefore a trajectory generator, such as [11] is needed to
determine all feasible paths in the free space.
One of the limitations of the original A* is that it’s
algorithm is static. This means applications such as mobile
robots with real time constraints are not suitable to use
the original A*. Several variants of the A* were developed,
such as replanning algorithms (e.g. D*), anytime algorithms
(e.g. ARA*), and anytime replanning algorithms (e.g. AD*).
Replanning every time the scene changes seems to be a waste
of computation. Instead, it may be more efficient to take
the previous solution and repair it taking into account the
changes to the graph. Anytime algorithms address the high
dimensional search problem by first computing a feasible path
and improving it towards an optimal solution during execution.
In order to cope with the high dimensional space, several
approaches are used. Sampling based algorithms, such as PRM
and RRT are frequently used because they are able to find
smooth paths in high dimensional space [9]. However, they
often produce highly suboptimal paths and require a post-
processing step to find a feasible path [7] .
Another approach is to rely on a discretization of the
configuration space. In [12] the state space is reduced by
dividing the orientation space into discrete intervals, rep-
resenting the free space. By representing the collision-free
configuration space in a more compact manner, it is suitable
for an incremental planner.
III. MOBILE PLATFORM
The platform used in this implementation was Guardian2.
Guardian is a differential mobile manipulator, with both tracks
and wheels and with skid steered locomotion. This platform
was selected because of the unstructured aspect of ship build-
ing. The platform can be used with or without the wheels,
2http://www.robotnik.eu/mobile-robots/guardian/
which rotate together with the tracks. The tracks allow the
robot to pass over objects and doors within the ship.
The platform is roughly 1.1x0.5m with tracks, and
1.1x0.75m with wheels. It is equipped with 2 Hokuyo laser
range finders, a URG-04LX in the front and a URG-04LX-
UG01 in the back, for a 360 degrees view of the world. This
allows the platform to drive both forward and backwards.
The software was implemented under ROS (Robot Operat-
ing System) [13]. This architecture allows a modular approach
and the interface between different tasks (ROS nodes) becomes
easier.
Guardian is also one of the robots available in ROS3 and is
simulated under Gazebo4. Fig. 1 represents such simulation. To
avoid a more complex computation, the arm was not simulated
in Gazebo.
Fig. 1. Guardian simulation in Gazebo
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Path planning with Orientation Restrictions
A* is a graph search algorithm that finds the lowest cost
path from a given initial position to a goal position. It can
work with a cell based map. Each cell (position XY) represents
a node. A* explores the environment by computing a cost
function for each possible cell to search and then selects
the lowest cost position to add to the search space. In this
approach, the differences relative to the traditional A* by cell
decomposition are:
1) Map: From an input 2D map, Fig. 2a, a 3D represen-
tation of the map will be constructed, the third dimension
being the orientation, as shown in Fig. 2b. There are 16
layers, each layer representing a range of orientations. With
this discretization each layer represents 22.5◦.
2) Neighbors: Traditionally, the A* in a cell decomposition
has connectivity 8, where the 8 neighboring cells are the
cells surrounding it, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. In this case the
connectivity is 16, as shown in Fig. 3b. The aim is to have
neighbors that can represent all possible directions. In this case,
as we have 16 layers representing 16 angles, it is appropriate
to have a neighbor for each angle.
3http://wiki.ros.org/Robots/Guardian
4http://gazebosim.org/
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(a) Input 2D map. (b) 16 layered map
Fig. 2. Map representation
(a) 8-connected neighbors. (b) 16-connected neighbors
Fig. 3. Neighbors representation
But in this case, in each iteration, only six of the sixteen
neighbors are visited. Because we are trying to find a smooth
path, it is unreasonable to visit orientations in a complete
different direction than its current orientation, θ. So, for a node
in layer n the six neighbors to visit are:
• Two neighbors in layer n, representing movement
in the same direction of the layer (i.e. keep the
orientation at that moment).
• Two neighbors in the preceding layer, n − 1, repre-
senting movement in the same direction of the layer
(i.e. rotate 22.5◦ clockwise).
• Two neighbors in the next layer, n + 1, representing
movement in the same direction of the layer (i.e. rotate
22.5◦ counter-clockwise).
For each layer, the two nodes represent moving forward and
backwards in that same layer. So, for layer n, the nodes visited
are n and n+ 8, representing movement in θ and θ + 180◦.
For instance, if the current orientation of the robot is θ =
0◦, then its current layer is n = 0 and:
• for layer 0, the nodes visited are 0 and 8.
• for layer 15, the nodes visited are 15 and 7.
• for layer 1, the nodes visited are 1 and 9.
This implies that the possible movements are forward and
backwards motion with orientation 0◦(layer 0), 22.5◦(layer 1)
and 337.5◦(layer 15).
Fig. 4 illustrates such case. The blue cell represents the
current node, the green cells represent the visited neighbors.
Fig. 4. Visited neighbors for a node in layer 0
B. Collision checking/ Layered obstacle expansion
Prior to the search the known obstacles are inflated by
the footprint of the robot, serving two purposes. First, this
eliminates the need for a full collision check, as the robot
can now be expressed as a single cell and collision checking
becomes a simple check of whether the robot position falls
within a free or occupied cell in the map. Second, this also
removes untraversable cells from the search, reducing the
configuration space and optimizing the computation.
A common practice is to inflate the obstacles by the inner
or outer radius of the robot [7], resulting in an optimistic or in
a conservative approach. This approximation is adequate for
circular or nearly squared robots, but fails for those rectangular
or unsymmetrical. If the robot’s distance to an obstacle is less
than the inner radius, then the robot would be certainly in
collision with the obstacle. For a distance farther than the inner
radius, than a collision can happen, depending on the current
heading of the robot.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the importance of the robot’s orienta-
tion relative to the obstacles. In this case, it is clear that for
the same configuration (θ = 0◦) the distance to the center of
the robot is different considering a lateral or frontal wall, so
using the inner or outer radius of the robot would not respond
to both cases.
Fig. 5. Obstacle inflation depending on orientation
Using the inner radius will allow the planner to compute
infeasible paths for some configurations while using the outer
radius may cause the planner to discard feasible paths in low
mobility zones, such as in narrow spaces or close to obstacles.
As the purpose of the algorithm is to compute paths close to
obstacles while also being feasible, the outer or inner radius
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are not viable options. Our approach uses the actual footprint
of the robot and works for any robot shape.
By using an oriented footprint of the robot, the configura-
tion space is augmented relative to an outer radius inflation yet
by using an orientation discretization the configuration space
is compact enough for an efficient collision checking.
The orientation space is divided into 16 layers, and for
each one, the oriented footprint of the robot is computed and
the obstacles convoluted with this footprint. Each layer will
have the same obstacle map, but will have different obstacle
inflation, depending on the robot’s orientation. This way, when
searching, the planner may find a path for a specific orientation,
close to an obstacle, that wouldn’t be possible to obtain if the
outer radius was employed.
C. Control
Although the work focus is in global path planning, a PD
(proportional-derivative) controller was implemented to follow
the computed paths.
V. RESULTS
Tests were conducted on two different scenarios. One
represents a ship interior scenario, 8.4x12.4m and the other
represents some corridors, 24x12.4m. Fig. 6 illustrates such
scenarios.
Fig. 6. Tested scenarios
The same map was tried with several resolutions ranging
from 0.01m to 0.1m.
A. Orientation Restricted Paths
Fig. 7 illustrates the need for the orientation in the search
space. The red path represents the path returned by ROS’
implementation of Dijkstra and the blue one the path returned
by our planner. Dijkstra (an uninformed version of A*) fails
under our purposes because it requires turning in-place. This
implementation only searches in (x,y) whereas our planner
searches in (x,y,θ). The blue arrows represent the orientation of
the robot in each point. In this particular example, the robot
should move backwards until the second-last point and then
forward until the goal point.
Fig. 8 illustrates the case in which the goal point is parallel
to the initial point, with the same orientation. As the previous
example, the original A* would compute a straight line,
rotating both at the initial and the goal point. Our algorithm
generates a smooth path that rotates only 22.5◦in each iteration,
avoiding in-place rotations.
Fig. 7. Dijkstra vs orientation restricted path
Fig. 8. Path generated for a goal parallel to the initial point - 0.1m resolution
Fig. 9. Path generated for a goal parallel to the initial point - 0.01m resolution
Fig. 9 also exposes a parallel configuration. In this case
the map resolution is higher (0.01m instead of 0.1m) and the
goal (red arrow) is closer to the initial point (cyan square),
0.1m instead of 2m apart. The resolution makes the orientation
arrows much closer to each other, making it to hard to
comprehend, therefore, no arrows are showed in the picture.
If the robot is at a wall A and it receives a goal point in a
close range but in a wall B, perpendicular to A, then we are in
the presence of a corner. The narrow space will not allow the
robot to turn in-place, so the planner will first distance itself
from the wall, performing then a maneuver to move towards
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the goal. This maneuver is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Example of a corner maneuver
B. Layered Obstacle Expansion
In Fig. 11, at the top, layers 0 (0◦, cyan) and 1 (22.5◦,
pink) are represented. At the bottom, layers 3 (67.5◦, green)
and 4 (90◦, yellow). It can be verified how in layer 0 (if robot’s
heading is 0◦) than it is able to enter the doors, while in layer
4 (robot’s heading is 90◦) it is incapable of such.
If the outer radius was used to inflate the walls, the robot
would never been able to enter the doors, while if the inner
radius was used it would always assume free space and would
cause collisions for certain configurations.
Fig. 12 illustrates a path for a goal in layer 0 (orientation
0◦) as well as the obstacle inflation for layers 0 (cyan), 4
(yellow), 14 (orange) and 15 (red). The planner is able to
find a path because the goal point is free in layer 0 (point
is outside cyan area). If the point were to be in layers 4, 14
or 15, the planner would fail to compute a path because the
point is inflated in such layers and therefore is untraversable.
From the image can be concluded that the planner respects the
restrictions from the obstacle expansion, not entering areas that
its heading does not allow.
The layered obstacle inflation allows the planner to con-
struct paths close to obstacles for certain configurations while
keeping the robot away from them in configurations that would
lead to a collision. These layers also allow an efficient collision
checking, eliminating the need for a full collision checking.
C. Path Following
In Fig. 13, a representation of the path followed by the
robot (green line) over the planned path (blue line) can be
viewed in a 0.025m resolution map. The path was followed
backwards and the tolerance was 0.05m for distance error and
5◦ for angle error. The controller was able to follow closely
the planned path, stopping within tolerance, at 0.0474m and
−0.134◦ from the goal.
Fig. 11. Obstacle inflation for different orientations
Fig. 12. Paths close to obstacles
Fig. 13. Path followed by the robot
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the first developments on an extension
over the A* algorithm, where besides the 2D position of
the platform, its orientation was also considered, resulting
in a smooth, feasible path. The actual footprint of the robot
was considered in order to avoid being too conservative or
generating infeasible paths, working for any-shape robots. In
order to improve collision checking and reduce the state space,
the oriented footprint of the robot was used to inflate the
obstacles only in the orientation of the motion, allowing the
use of the actual footprint of the robot without increasing the
complexity of the collision checking, enabling the planner to
compute paths close to obstacles. Simulation tests demonstrate
that the planner is capable of creating paths even in narrow
spaces, such as close to walls and inside corners.
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